
Clinton, 46 Gretel Drive
Great First Home - with a Shed!

Tucked behind colourbond fencing this rendered brick property includes
contemporary outdoor living space with large shade sails which can also double
as protection for your vehicles if you choose.  Or it is perfect  to utilise for
entertaining instead.  And who wouldn't when you see the opportunities for more
outdoor living this provides.  With absolutely nothing to do - the kitchen and
bathroom already renovated, tiling and painting done - the property is perfectly
move in ready.

A fantastic first home or investment this property is located just minutes to
everything....it will surprise!

Additional features such as air conditioning and ceiling fans, security screens
and a huge bonus of the single colourbond storage shed.  Being fully fenced it is
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pet friendly and with a quiet neighbourhood and well established setting this low
set brick must go on your list.

For your Exclusive Private Inspection call the Marketing Agents Bevan Rose on
0417 602 150 or Aimee Jeffery on 0403 403 485 NOW!

More About this Property

Property ID 2T0MF32
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Land Area 654 m²
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Including Outdoor Entertaining
Fully Fenced
Built-In-Robes
Toilets (1)
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